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About This Game

92% of Steam Curators reviews recommend this game

Finalist - Quo Vadis (2017)
Finalist - Nordic Game Discovery Contest (2017)

Showcase - Indie Arena at Gamescom Finalist (2017)
Showcase - Game Happens (2017)

Showcase - INDIGO (2017)

Downward Spiral: Prologue is inspired by 70’s sci-fi movies and modern TV series; it’s the most immersive journey in VR, has
distinct style, intense deathmatch, gunpowder smelling action in zero gravity and mystery you have never experienced before.

It’s the first game released using new innovative way of moving freely in VR space without players suffering from motion
sickness. Built by award winning industry veterans.

Features:
-3 game modes: Solo, Co-Op and Deathmatch

-Intense Deathmatch in zero gravity for up to 8 players
-15-30 minutes long Journey mode, the most immersive journey ever, especially in online in co-op

-New Innovative way to move freely in VR without suffering motion sickness
-Play with or without room-scale

-Electronic ambient soundtrack composed by platinum selling HIM frontman Ville Valo.
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Game's focus is on environmental storytelling, as the game features no dialogue or cinematics.
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Title: Downward Spiral: Prologue
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
3rd Eye Studios
Publisher:
3rd Eye Studios
Release Date: 30 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows™ 10

Processor: Intel™ Core™ i5-4590 or AMD FX™ 8350, equivalent or better

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce™ GTX 970 or AMD Radeon™ R9 290, equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: 64 Bit and Oculus Touch / HTC Vive required

English
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downward spiral prologue soundtrack. downward spiral prologue review. downward spiral prologue. downward spiral prologue
vr

Got this game cheap (free?) and not surprisingly, its not that good. Maybe a good start...but needs more work.

The graphics aren't really the problem, the problem is the lack of instruction. No real way to also aim..and the guns are god-
awefully inacturate.

Also, no key-mapping screen.

i'll check back on this game after some updates.. I never thought I would see a game like this on Steam. I like it a lot. Just passed
Grade one Kanji and had fun doing it. The characters are nice and clear. The music is very nice. It looks complex, but it is
surprising just how quickly associations are made. Thank you for providing this game. I would like to see more like it.. A game
with a really nice concept (imo) paired with a rather terrible execution.

The difficulty curve is all over the place, the progression is not smooth at all, the instructions aren't always clear... I really wish I
could recommend this one as there was really something good to be done with this concept.. "Look at your score, now look at
mine. Back to your score... now back to mine...". Thanks for this game, been waiting for many years for a good arcade style rally
game, Reminds me of the old colin mcrae games and sega rally on the sega saturn, (showning age here) graphics are top notch but
its the handling and gameplay that is important in rally games, This game may not be a simulator but its one heck of a lot of fun,
Awesome tracks and loads of different types of cars, Played the crew 2 and forza 4 but I prefer this game, The fire and ice dlc is
awsome, well worth getting.
I find myself physically leaning into corners to get that pefect power slide round the corners...
The only thing missing is ghost cars, which is a lot of fun to try to beat your best laps.
I would definately recommend this game to anyone looking for a fun arcade style rally game...
Thanks devs.. Level one, begin.
Game over.
Level one, begin.
Game over.
Level one, begin.
Game over.
Level one, begin.
Game over.
Level one, begin.
Game over.
Level one, begin.
Level two.
Game over. This was a pretty good Nancy Drew game. Not quite on par with some of the originals, but decently scary with fun
puzzles. The setting was also quite nice.. I do not usually leave reviews. This game deserves it though. Very well done and the only
thing stopping the rest of my household from buying it is that we can't play together. If this had multiplayer, this game would be a
perfect 5 stars.. brazilian beast
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Bought it 50% off, got the equivallent of paying for 3,300 GS worth, but got 3,500 + all the stuff listed, especially happy with
the colouring presets and +2,000 slot space in storage, I'm very pleased with this ^_^. One of the most hidden-est gems I've ever
come across. It was included in a pack of 10 free games for like $2, I did not expect anything half as good as this. It's Warcraft
3 meets Battle For Middle Earth meets Total War. Controllable heroes, epic fantasy armies, but slightly limited by technology to
be majorly epic...but you still get the feel of controlling a massive army.

I HIGHLY recommend this game. It's not very long, but it is a ton of fun. $15 might be a lot so it depends how you look at it. I
see it as a 2 hour movie costs about $15. For the same price I got 20 hours of entertainment. In that sense it is absolutely worth
it. If you don't like spending more than $10 on a game (very understandable) I'd wait for a sale...but definitely pick it up on sale,
as long as you're into this sort of genre, you won't be disappointed.. Highly recommended! Thank you for creating games of this
genre!
Very clear, uncluttered interface, everything is easy to read.
The digital soundtrack adds much to the simulation.
The only recommendation we would have is to change the graphics used to depict crops and fields. Perhaps a more muted color
scheme?
Again, thanks for creating Archaeological simulations! Keep up the great work!. I've played some other 16-bit Horror games
such as Mad Father and Corpse Party, but this is by far the best in my opinion. It's not some poorly ported game like the others.

 If you enjoy Horror games I highly recommend this one!. This is an amazing game. A story-driven RPG, with great focus on
characters and the human condition. It's hard to describe, really. It's everything I love about science fiction. For the price, it's
definitely worth a look!. I bought the game because it reminded me the Amazing homeworld. However the first few missions
discouraged me. I could not get used to the controls and the game play is motly jump in destroy all enemy forces and leave. Bad
controls make strategizing quite hard. Also the story line happens almost only in between missions.. for some information this
pack dose not work in quick drive. its ok when it plays smoothly as it randomly drops to 5fps or so for extended periods on a
high end pc.
controls are weird, they just tell it which way on screen to go, you dont have control over turning or forwards/backwards, so you
get stuck in corners easily and regularly.
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